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The title is deceptively simple and does not fully capture the expansiveness 
and ambition of Elizabeth Wolde Giorgis’s Modernist Art in Ethiopia— a 
pioneering study of the artistic, intellectual, and ideological forces that 
shaped modern Ethiopia.1 Drawing on a vast archive— of newspapers, 
magazines, historical works, political tracts, poems, novels, interviews, and 
visual art— the book presents a rich and complex picture of Ethiopia from 
the turn of the twentieth century to the present, a period during which the 
country witnessed perhaps the most dramatic changes in its millennia- old 
history: the end of an imperial reign that stretched back to antiquity and a 
series of revolutions that hurled it from imperial to communist to neoliberal 
rule in a very short span of time. The book’s arc follows these extraordinary 
political and ideological shifts, illuminating them through extensive visual 
and literary works— some of which reproduced here or translated from 
Amharic into English for the first time, and all of which assembled together 
as the basis of a scholarly study also for the first time. We glean from this 
wealth of material not only the intricate relationship between art and 
politics in defining modern Ethiopia, but also how different generations of 
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Ethiopians articulated the experience of modernity using their own terms 
and resources. This fidelity to the archive of modern Ethiopian interior life 
is paramount and among the book’s signal contributions, indeed what gives 
Modernist Art in Ethiopia its rich texture and conceptual precision.

In the book’s introduction, Elizabeth lays out the critical stakes of 
her project, which is to situate Ethiopia in a larger discourse of modernity 
and thus move beyond the insular narrative of Ethiopian exceptionalism 
dominant in Ethiopian studies and popular thinking alike. Ethiopian excep-
tionalism has both theological and historical roots. The idea of Ethiopia as 
a chosen nation stems from scripture— Psalms 68:31 tells us, for example, 
“Princes shall come out of Egypt; Ethiopia shall soon stretch out her hands 
unto God”— and from indigenous texts like the Kebra Negast, the fourteenth- 
century national epic that inscribed a religious genealogy of the nation 
beginning with Menelik I, the son of queen of Sheba and King Solomon; an 
idea reinforced further by a long line of sovereigns who claimed a divine 
right to rule this holy land. And, in historical terms, exceptional Ethiopia 
draws its narrative power from the country’s storied ancient civilizations 
and moreover its modern history as the only African nation to defeat a 
European power amid the scramble for Africa and thereby maintain its 
independence. Although Ethiopian exceptionalism has productive uses, 
it can easily lend itself to a blinkered historical perspective, conceiving 
the nation as somehow isolated from and unscathed by a modern world 
profoundly shaped by European colonialism. Thus, Elizabeth’s principal 
aim is to go beyond the romance of Ethiopia and examine how modernity’s 
discourses have mediated the country’s political, intellectual, and artistic 
life. “Whether Ethiopia was colonized or not,” argues Elizabeth, “emphasis 
should be placed on the power relations between Ethiopia and the West— a 
relationship of margin to center that was hardly free of colonial influence or 
domination” (4). She adds: “My central argument in this book is focused on 
systems of colonial domination and exploitation— systems that, I argue, the 
core area of Ethiopian academic inquiry has broadly failed to interrogate” (7).

Chapter 1 elaborates how the concept of “the modern” is first taken up 
to define state craft and artistic temperament. At the turn of the twentieth 
century, Ethiopia saw rapid modernization and the emergence of new 
institutions— including the first national bank, the first modern school, and 
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the first newspaper— which began to reshape not only the infrastructure of 
the nation and its newly established capital, Addis Ababa, but also the sensi-
bility of its intellectual and artistic culture. Mining the archives of Berhanena 
Selam (Light and Peace), a weekly publication founded in 1925 by then 
Crown Prince Tefferi Mekonnen, Elizabeth shows how an emergent group 
of intellectuals held on to Ethiopian exceptionalism while simultaneously 
embracing the need to develop the country according to European models 
and markers of development and progress. Elizabeth identifies three key 
terms that circulated in the pages of Berhanena Selam— seletane (civilization 
and particularly Western modernization); zemenawinet (modernity); and 
arada (urban knowingness or sophistication)— which register a vibrant 
debate at the time about what it meant to be modern and Ethiopian. Notable 
writers associated with Berhanena Selam, like Hakim Workeneh Eshete, 
Tekle Hawaryat Tekle Mariam, and Merse- Hazen Wolde Qirqos, advanced 
these terms not as a challenge or affront to church and monarchy, the two 
dominant and mutually reinforcing institutions, but rather as a supplement 
to them as an “attempt to achieve an organic unity between the political, 
cultural, moral, and social spheres, a unity they believed depended upon the 
imperial institution and ideology . . . the writers of Berhanena Selam, together 
with artists of the time, saw monarchy and seletane as complementary and 
as functioning dialogically” (51).

Elizabeth sets up this broader intellectual and cultural discourse before 
turning her attention to the formation of the Fine Art School and offering a 
closer look at the major visual artists of the period. For instance, Belachew 
Yimer, considered one of the first modern artists, painted iconic national 
themes— like the 1896 Battle of Adwa or the legend of Solomon and Sheba— 
but did so with an “aradan” style that differed from the dominant style of 
church paintings. Others like Agegenhu Engida, among the first coterie 
of artists to receive training in Europe, broke altogether from Ethiopian 
pictorial style and appropriated European techniques. As Ethiopia adopted 
modern institutions in the first half of the twentieth century, an alternative 
epistemology and public sphere emerged, superseding the center of educa-
tion and artistic training that heretofore had been the church. Even as faith 
in the monarchy remained, and the emergence of a modern cultural sphere 
depended on the patronage of Emperor Haile Selassie, these new institutions 
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nevertheless birthed a cultural elite and sensibility that inevitably interfaced 
Ethiopia with Europe.

Chapters 2 and 3 can be taken as a pair (one focusing on print culture, 
the other on visual arts) and together follow a similar methodology of pair-
ing print and visual material to characterize the broader cultural landscape 
of the 1960s, which Elizabeth calls “the prime of Ethiopian modernism” 
(79). During the 1960s we see the rise of a new generation of intellectuals 
and artists— either educated at Haile Selassie I University or in Western 
academies— who were no longer content with the cultural and political 
status quo of the country. Writers like Bealu Girma, Yohannes Admassu, 
Dagnachew Worku, and Sebhat Gebreegzabher would change the very char-
acter of Amharic literature, and author some of the best works of Ethiopian 
secular writing; and critics like Selemon Derresa, who also wrote in English, 
would introduce a critical perspective that reflected their own cosmopolitan 
experiences. “Unlike the Berhanena Selam writers who believed in the com-
patibility of monarchy and citizenship and who thought that intertwining 
modernity with traditional values and practices could quell modernity’s 
uncertain quest, this new group of students, artist, and writers concentrated 
on subverting the dominant ideological structures of society” (96). Elizabeth 
shows how critical thought, dissent, and radical change became leitmotifs 
in publications like Addis Reporter, Endih New, and Struggle, and how ideas 
germinating in these publications shaped the student movement that would 
ultimately topple imperial rule.

Chapter 2 examines how the literary arts flourished during this period, 
offering close readings of major novels, including Dagnachew Worku’s 
Adefres and Bealu Girma’s KeAdmas bashager, which challenged traditional 
authority and asserted the “quest for individuality and the relevance of 
individual consciousness to collective social change” (111). By the late 1960s, 
this modernist spirit had coalesced into a powerful discursive and political 
force, and set the conditions for the student movement, which advanced 
socialist ideals to upend a class- based feudal order and its landlord– peasant 
hierarchy. As Andreas Eshete, one of the country’s foremost public intellectu-
als and founders of the Ethiopian Student Movement, recalls: “Socialism 
provided a powerful weapon for exorcising our received self- image, thereby 
enabling a decisive defiance of absolutist public authority as debilitating 
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claims of inherited class and cultural privilege” (100). The paradox of this 
era, as Elizabeth notes, is that it’s precisely the institutions that Emperor 
Haile Selassie established, and students he sent abroad to receive western 
education, that would ultimately bring about his fall and usher in the most 
decisive break in Ethiopian history.

Elizabeth gives singular attention to the visual arts in chapter 3, focusing 
on two vanguards of modernist art, Gebre Kristos Desta and Skunder Boghos-
sian. Trained in Cologne, and influenced deeply by German expressionism, 
Gebre Kristos introduced pure abstraction into Ethiopian painting, with 
pieces like Green Abstract, Red Abstract, and Tin Cans that centered shapes, 
lines, and color as the subject of painting, removing all realist representation. 
Elizabeth offers sustained readings of his works, in particular his masterpiece 
Golgotha, and furthermore charts his enormous influence over modern art 
practice as both an artist and educator at the Fine Art School.

If Gebre Kristos introduced abstract art into Ethiopian painting, Skunder 
brought in a surrealist idiom, equally changing the character of modern 
Ethiopian painting. The most sustained treatment of an artist is this study 
is that of Skunder. In the book’s introduction, Elizabeth notes that what 
initially sparked her interest in visual art was her close friendship with 
Skunder in the last decade of the artist’s life. So, when she returns to his 
work in this chapter we see how that friendship (and the series of interviews 
she conducted with him between 1996 and 2001) enables her to render an 
intimate portrait of the artist as well as the most substantive examination 
of his oeuvre. Elizabeth delineates Skunder’s career into three different 
phases: “The Paris Years (1957– 66),” “The Ethiopia Years (1966– 69),” and 
“The U.S. Years (1969– 2003),” identifying signal works from each period 
and ultimately positioning him as the most exemplary modernist figure. 
What makes Skunder unique, argues Elizabeth, is that “his markedly in-
novative and original art, unlike that of most intellectuals and artists from 
the period, radically redefined colonial consciousness” (121). She adds, “his 
visual contribution, which was insistent on hybridization, was also stylistic 
and conceptually complex, and it played a significant role in the critical 
recovery of pan- Africanism and Ethiopian nationalism. All of this makes 
Skunder Boghossian a vital figure in the discourse of Ethiopian modernism” 
(138). Skunder’s syncretic vision incorporated traditions from a capacious 
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Black world— from African American jazz to the writings of Amos Tutuola, 
from the Afro- surrealist paintings of Wifredo Lam to the writings of Cheikh 
Anta Diop and Aimé Césaire— all of which he infused with a distinctly 
Ethiopian visual vocabulary, including from the art of tebeb (weaving design) 
patterns like kulflfu (interwoven style) and hareg (vine style), as well as from 
the tradition of scroll calligraphy and painting of the Ethiopian Orthodox 
Church. This fusion is indeed extraordinary and, as he once told Elizabeth, 
a “perpetual celebration of the varieties of [his] blackness” (138).

The last two chapters— one on the Derg years (1974– 91) and another 
on the contemporary period— offer a comprehensive survey of art and 
artists of these paradigmatically different eras. During the years of the Derg 
military junta Ethiopia fell under authoritarian rule. The regime established 
a campaign of terror that killed and imprisoned those who challenged its 
authority, and instituted wholesale censorship on all speech and cultural 
production. In chapter 4, Elizabeth shows how art during this period was 
sanctioned by the state, including how students at the Fine Art School were 
instructed to produce art that hewed to a strict set of criteria: “Glorification 
of the proletarian struggle and its achievements”; “Patriotism and heroes 
of the revolution, and the military defending the motherland”; “Socialist 
farmers engaged in communal work, the equality of women and men at 
work or as mothers”; “Humanity defined by work and depictions of people 
at work”; “Historical heroes and martyrs of the people in anti- imperialist 
and anti- capitalist struggle”; and, “Depiction of cultural festivities and the 
cultural life of marginalized societies and ethnic groups” (233). Elizabeth 
illustrates these different iterations with an impressive inventory of paint-
ings drawn from the archive of the Fine Art School, and furthermore reads 
these works alongside popular political slogans of the era— Ethiopia Tekdem 
(Ethiopia First) and Enat Hager Weym Mot (Revolutionary Mother Land or 
Death), and Abyotu le Arsoaderu (the Revolution is for the Peasant)— that 
encapsulated Derg ideology. Still, in spite of the limited and limiting state 
directives, artists like Daniel Taye, Elizabeth Habtewold, and Bisrat Shebabaw 
produced powerful and beautifully wrought compositions. In addition, 
Elizabeth makes a challenging observation about how artists who worked 
during the Derg years have adopted now, after the fall of the regime, “selec-
tive and indiscriminate memories” (208), wishing to gloss over and even 
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disavow the work they produced during the era commensurate with state 
mandates. While conducting her research, she noticed that “artists either 
did not want to talk about the [Derg] period or did not want their work to 
be directly referenced. The stigma attached to being associated with this 
period naturally raises significant problems for researchers, camouflaging 
the entire body of facts regarding artistic practices” (208).

The fall of the Derg in 1991 ushered in a new political regime albeit one 
that soon resorted to undemocratic governance. One of the hallmark features 
of Ethiopia under the ruling party of the Ethiopian People’s Revolutionary 
Democratic Front (EPRDF) has been not just is the embrace but fetishization 
of a neoliberal model of development— Lematawi Ethiopia (Developmental 
Ethiopia), as the popular state slogan goes. The government has undertaken 
massive and rapid development projects the underside of which has been the 
wholesale razing of neighborhoods in the name of industry, transformation, 
and progress. Addis Ababa, for instance, has witnessed the displacement 
of countless of its poor residents, forced to move to the far fringes of the 
city, whereas central and choice real estate has gone to the highest bidder. 
In the book’s last chapter, Elizabeth efficiently describes the political and 
economic underpinnings of EPRDF, and gives particular attention to how 
contemporary artists have reckoned with the dramatic and adverse effects 
of the so- called developmental state. Also from this chapter, we glean the 
various artist collectives— including the Dimension Group, NAS Gedam, 
and Netsa Art Village— and the range of artistic repertoires that have sprung 
up in the last three decades. Notable artists like Bekele Mekonnen, Behailu 
Bezabih, Michael Tsegaye, and Berhanu Ashagrie are some of the figures 
Elizabeth singles out for their conceptually sophisticated works. She also 
commits a section to women artists and highlights the works of Mihret 
Kebede and others, which offer unflinching critiques of a society so deeply 
wed to patriarchy. Although this chapter doesn’t address contemporary liter-
ary and print culture, it nonetheless uses visual art instructively to provide 
an apt picture of today’s Ethiopia.

The through- line critique that Elizabeth raises in this book is how 
Ethiopian intellectuals and artists of the twentieth century failed to engage 
in a meaningful way with the rest of Africa and its diaspora, indeed failing to 
hone a Black consciousness that became a hallmark of global Black arts and 
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letters. Even at the height of decolonization and pan- Africanism, Elizabeth 
observes, “What is particularly striking in the body of knowledge that was 
produced in Ethiopia in the 1960s is its broad distance from the histories 
and theories of colonialism. Regarding the politics of exploitation, rights, 
and exclusions, intellectuals focused on a Marxist- Leninist understanding of 
the peasant– landlord relationship to claim Ethiopia was encumbered by an 
imperial feudal structure, distinct from the colonial arrangement imposed 
on other African countries. In other words, theirs was a struggle between 
classes rather than between colonizer and colonized” (15). The failure to 
think of class in relation to other important nodes of power like race; the 
inability to see Ethiopia’s plight also as an African one; and the general 
unawareness of the powerful symbolism and political uses of Ethiopia (as an 
independent Black nation in a world awash with white power) for Africans 
on the continent and in the diaspora— are constant refrains of critique in 
Modernist Art in Ethiopia. However true, these observations at times come 
off as prescriptive, especially when Elizabeth uses them as a litmus test to 
measure the merit of works of art. For example, she faults Gebre Kristos for 
his purely formalist stance, unlike Skunder for not “addressing the colonial/
decolonial sensibility when he talked about the cross- cultural influences 
of modern art” (129). In instances like this ideological critique overrides 
aesthetic understanding and appreciation, and limits us from examining 
how Gebre Kristos’s formalism itself was aesthetically revolutionary in the 
context of Ethiopian art. At times, one also senses a retroactive critique of 
earlier generations of Ethiopians waged from the vantage point of not only 
the present but also the experience of someone like Elizabeth whose acute 
understanding of race matters is the result of having lived in the United 
States where race is a governing force of American life.

Although Elizabeth’s observation that Ethiopians have failed to reckon 
with race is true, there are a number of notable examples left out from 
this study that complicate this position. For example, one of the most 
celebrated modernist writers, Sebhat Gebreegzabher takes up questions 
of decolonization, imperialism, queer sexuality, and Ethiopian identity 
incisively in his 1966 novel Sebategnaw Melak (The Seventh Angel). And, 
although Elizabeth considers the Ethiopia- centered works of Afewerk Tekle 
(along with Gebre Kristos and Skunder, a pioneer of modernist painting), 
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she does not give any attention to his most important work, Total Libera-
tion of Africa, a massive stained- glass triptych commissioned for the foyer 
of Africa Hall when the Organization of African Unity was established in 
1963, or to his brilliant abstract painting, African Heritage— both of which 
imbued with a clear pan- African sensibility. Moreover, one of the most 
powerful cultural innovations of the 1960s is ethio- jazz, a genre that has 
influenced subsequent generation of Ethiopian musicians and perhaps the 
most recognized Ethiopian artform outside of the country. Isn’t the fusion 
of Ethiopian musical tradition with that of African Americans exemplary 
of the aesthetics of Black internationalism? How might we think of the link 
between Ethiopia and the wider Black world in formal aesthetic terms that 
don’t easily map on to ideological critique? Elizabeth states that she is “most 
interested in aesthetics as a political response” (235) and that interest has 
resulted in an exceptional study. Although art and politics are inextricably 
linked, I would still caution against the ready use of art to read matters of 
politics without giving the work of art its due and its right to issue its own 
mode of interpretation.

Other disciplines, in particular history, have taken up the story of mod-
ern Ethiopia— notable examples include Bahru Zewde’s A History of Modern 
Ethiopia, 1855– 1974 and his Pioneers of Change In Ethiopia: The Reformist 
Intellectuals of the Early Twentieth Century— but Elizabeth’s is the first to 
do so from the field of art history, and the first to center literary and visual 
culture and bring an interdisciplinary methodology to bear on this story. 
For scholars and students of Ethiopian and African studies, as well as those 
situated in the emergent field of comparative or alternative modernities, 
this book makes a landmark contribution. Indeed, Modernist Art in Ethiopia 
opens up an uncharted scholarly terrain and we ought to welcome it as an 
important harbinger of a new, critically minded study of Ethiopia.

Dagmawi Woubshet
University of Pennsylvania, USA
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Note

 1 Throughout this review, I follow the naming protocol of Ethiopia and refer 

to the author and other Ethiopians by their first name instead of their last. 

Because surnames or family names do not exist, the naming convention 

consists of an individual’s personal name and a separate patronymic, and thus 

individuals are referenced by their given first name.


